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IELTS WRITING 
 
Telling the difference between formal and informal 
 
If you are preparing for the Academic IELTS module, both Task 1 and Task 2 in the Writing test 
are formal.  
 
The difference between formal and informal styles is mainly in the vocabulary. Informal words 
are the ones used in everyday conversations and formal are used in books, contracts, business 
letters and essays. If the task requires formal writing – avoid using informal vocabulary.  
 
Apart from the vocabulary in formal writing it is best to avoid words like “I”, “you”, “we”, 
unless you are expressing an opinion. For example in an essay instead of writing “You would 
find it difficult to get a job without proper qualifications”, write something like “One would find 
it difficult to find a job without proper qualifications”, or you could write “Finding a job without 
proper qualifications would be rather difficult”. 
 
Formal    Informal  
Inform me    Let me know  
Cancel    Drop  
Contact    Get in touch  
Obtain     Get  
Apologize    Say sorry  
Postpone    Delay  
Request    Ask for  
Compensate    Make up  
Establish    Set up  
Discover    Find out  
Handle    Deal with  
Investigate    Check up on  
Tolerate    Put up  
Increase    Go up  
Children    Kids  
Many / Much    A lot of  
Many / Much    Heaps of 
  
 
IELTS writing: using transitional phrases 
 
Transitions 
Transitional words and phrases are what gives your essays coherence, we need them to join 
sentences and thoughts together. Look at the lists below. These are transitional phrases that you 
can memorize and keep in your arsenal for the IELTS writing module.  
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AGREEMENT: also, plus, in addition, further, furthermore, moreover, additionally, to add to 
that, next, in accordance with, accordingly, in agreement, finally, for instance, for example, in 
exemplification, exemplifying that, in fact, factually speaking, in terms of, and so forth, looking 
at the nexus between, in coordination with, along those lines, collectively speaking, generally 
speaking, indeed, undoubtedly, obviously, to be sure. 
 
CONTRAST: however, contrastingly, in contrast, on the contrary, on the other hand, To put it 
into perspective, from a different angle, nonetheless, nevertheless, but, yet, a catch to this is, 
sadly enough, as a hindrance, looking at the holdups, oddly enough, instead, in direct opposition, 
still, and rather. 
 
RESULT: as a result, as a consequence, consequently, thus, therefore, hence, thereby, resulting 
in, ultimately, in the end, finally, in the overall analysis, in hindsight, in retrospect, 
retrospectively, vicariously, the long term effect, as a short term result, significantly, as a major 
effect, effectively, heretofore, hereafter, thereafter, in short, generally, over all, concluding. 
 
Problems with your IELTS Writing tasks 
 
If you have an IELTS exam this weekend, this post can literally save your score. Many people 
get in trouble with their IELTS Writing for no reason, just because they don’t realize some things 
are not acceptable in IELTS letters, essays or reports. Here is a number of ways you can get in 
trouble with your IELTS writing tasks: 
 
1. Using informal English in the IELTS Writing tasks.  
 
Informal English is OK for your Speaking test – it is not OK for your Writing test. Even though 
not every informal word gets penalized, the more formal your style is, the better your score will 
be. To demonstrate the difference, informal expression “loads of / tons of” should be replaced 
with “many” or “much”; “fed up with” should be replaced with “lost his patience”, etc.  
 
2. Using contractions. 
 
Contractions are “it’s” instead of “it is”, “I’ve” instead of “I have”, “we’re” instead of “we are” 
(these are only a few examples). Contractions are a bad, bad thing to use in your essay, they 
don’t save you much time and can cost you marks. Do me a favor and forget about contractions 
in your IELTS writing. Write “should not” instead of “shouldn’t”, “could not” instead of 
“couldn’t”, “would not” instead of “wouldn’t”. You get the idea. 
 
3. Using slang. 
 
You can use slang any time talking to your friends, but this is the only place where it belongs, in 
a conversation between friends. Keep it out of your IELTS essays, letters or reports. You can’t 
write “dunno” instead of “don’t know”, “wanna” instead of “want to” or “gonna” instead of 
“going to”. 
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4. SMS-like spelling. 
We all are typing SMS messages, chatting on Skype and the like, and there is a bunch of shorter 
ways to write longer words. We type “u” instead of “you”, “c” instead of “see”, “IMHO” instead 
of “in my humble opinion”. None of these can appear in your IELTS work, unless you are 
specifically trying to mess up and get a lower score than you deserve. You need to write the full 
word and spell it correctly, period. 
 

IELTS Writing: connective words 
 
Addition:  

- in addition - In addition, I would like to point out that my neighbor is disturbing me late 
at night. 

- and similarly - Your life will change forever and similarly, your whole family will feel the 
change. 

- Likewise - Some people have little time for a hobby, and have likewise little will to get 
one. 

- as well as - Beauty, as well as smarts, is a remarkable quality 
- besides - We aren’t friends. Besides, I don’t feel it’s my place to set him straight. 
- Furthermore - Computers are getting faster and faster these days; furthermore, their cost 

is getting lower and lower. 
- also  - moreover - I’ve wanting a change for a long time, moreover/also, I feel I deserve 

one. 
- and  - then  - too  
- not only … but also - Not only this product is good for your hair, but also for the whole 

body. 
 

Sequence 
- first(ly)  - initially – Initially/Firstly, you would start putting a plan together. 
- to begin with - To begin with, you will need to commit a portion of your time to studying. 
- then - next  
- earlier/later - Later on there comes a stage when your skills are put to a test. 
- after this/that  
- following this/that  

 
Consequence 

- as a result - I studied well and as a result, I got a high score. 
- thus – so  
- therefore - I was younger and therefore, less experienced. 
- consequently -  it follows that  
- thereby  - I upset my friend, thereby causing her pain. 
- eventually  - then in that case  
- admittedly - Admittedly, he is the smartest person I know. 

 
Contrast 

- however  - The book is expensive, however it’s worth it. 
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- on the other hand - She says she feels fine, on the other hand, her face is pale and she 
doesn’t look healthy. 

- despite   
- in spite of  - In spite of the difficulties, the task was completed. 
- Though - He still insists, though he knows that won’t do any good. 
- although - but  
- on the contrary - The music didn’t lift her spirit, on contrary, it made her feel weak and 

vulnerable again. 
- otherwise  
- yet instead of - He felt unwelcome, yet instead of leaving, he stayed. 
-  rather  - Eggs for breakfast is not a good idea, I would rather have some toast. 
- whereas - He was her true love, whereas for him she was just another girlfriend. 
- nonetheless - While they didn’t trust each other, nonetheless they worked together for 

many years. 
- even though  
- compared with  
-  in contrast  
- Alternatively 
 

Certainty 
- obviously - I was very disappointed, obviously because my expectations were too high. 
- certainly - I will certainly let her know your opinion. 
- plainly - You are plainly wrong 
- of course  
- undoubtedly - She is undoubtedly very beautiful 

 
Condition 

- if  
- unless  - I won’t be able to meet you, unless we schedule it in the morning. 
- whether  - Whether you like it or not, this is the truth. 
- provided that - I can guarantee a good result, provided that you study. 
- so that  - I can send you the documents so that you would have proof. 
- depending on - We can have a picnic this weekend, depending on the weather. 
- Summary 
- in conclusion  
- in summary  
- lastly  
- finally  
- to sum up - To sum up, I strongly support the efforts of our society to help the 

environment. 
- to conclude  
- to recapitulate  
- in short 
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Examples  
- for instance - There are many schools in many countries you could go to study to, for 

instance the schools in London or Birmingham. 
- one example - One example of how to get better in cooking would be to start reading 

recipes. 
- for example  
-  just as - I wanted to be home already just as much as a thirsty man in the desert wanted 

water. 
- in particular - I am referring to my exams, in particular, IELTS and TOEFL. 
- such as 
- namely - My friends, namely Andy and Cindy, have told me about this new exhibition in 

the city. 
- to illustrate  

 
Reason 

- since - Since you ask, I’d like to tell you my story 
- because (of)  
- due to - Due to illness of the teacher, this lecture is canceled. 
- owing to 
-  the reason why  
- in other words  
- leads to  - This assumption leads us to believe that … 
- cause  - The cause of this unfortunate accident was… 

 
Time 

- before  
- since  - Since 2005 I have been working in … 
- as  
- until  - Until now I wasn’t able to find anything like it. 
- meanwhile  - Meanwhile, I would like to ask for your patience. 
- at the moment  - At the moment I am experiencing financial difficulties. 
- when  
- whenever  - Whenever I call him, he appears to be very busy. 
- as soon as  
-  just as 

 
NOTE: how your band score is calculated 
 
When your Writing 1 task gets graded (I am talking about IELTS Academic module here), you can get (or loose) 
points for: 
Presenting an overview  
Describing what the graph shows without repeating the task, in your own words. If you don’t have an overview or 
copy the task it will cost you marks. 
Presenting key features 
Almost any graph has the most noticeable features, write about them. 
Organization of information 
This is mostly about paragraphs that should come in logical order. 
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Progression 
As the examiner reads your report he needs to see how you “slide” on the graph from one thing to another. 
Cohesion, reference and substitution  
That is to do with the way you present statistics. If you repeat the same structure to mention all the numbers, or 
choose awkward expressions to do it – that will cost you marks. 
Range of vocabulary  
Your choice of words can point at limited, normal or wide vocabulary. It also matters if your vocabulary is adequate 
for the task or not (if it is not wide but enough to write a clear report, that’s fine) 

Control over grammar, spelling and appropriate choice of words!!!! 
 
 
TIPS 
 
It is better to write in regular, not very sophisticated English, than to use phrases or structures 
you don’t fully understand.  
 
If you need Band 6 – no need for complex sentence structure.  
If your goal is Band 7 – then show advanced sentence structure, language and vocabulary. 
 
Don’t write more than 260-265 words in IELTS Writing 2 task. Why? Not because you will get 
lower mark, but because of these 2 reasons: 
1) It takes more time 
2) More words = more mistakes 
 
If you are told to cover specific points in your essay/letter – cover every point, examiners 
actually count them. Don’t overuse connecting words (like However, Furthermore, Moreover, 
etc) – examiners are watching for you to do that. 

“to write good IELTS essay, you need to get into your examiner’s head”. You’ve go to 
understand what makes you gain or lose marks, because once you do – you can’t go wrong. 

This is how they grade your essay: you receive points for Task Response, Coherence and 
Cohesion, Lexical Resource, Grammatical Range and Accuracy. Looks heavy? Never mind, 
here comes the simple English version: 

“Task Response” means that your essay shows that you understood and covered the topic from 
all its sides, aspects, etc. Let’s take this topic for example – “Internet: connecting or isolating 
people?”. Those who chose to write about how Internet connects people – loose marks, those 
who chose to write about how Internet isolates people – loose marks, those who compare and 
contrast both sides of the Internet and give arguments for and against – gain marks.  

“Coherence and Cohesion” means how well you connected the paragraphs and sentences inside 
each paragraph. You see, all of your paragraphs need to be logically connected. For example, if 
paragraph 1 explains the advantages of the Internet, and paragraph 2 explains its disadvantages, 
then paragraph 1 should have last sentence saying something like this: “In spite of Internet being 
such a help in communication, its drawbacks can not be overlooked”. This sentence creates the 
connection between 1st and 2nd paragraphs. If it wasn’t there, examiner could think that you 
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jumped from advantages to disadvantages without a reason. The same rule applies to sentences 
inside the paragraph. Every sentence should lead to the next one. 

“Lexical Resource” means vocabulary and different types of sentences, simple and complex. 
You should be able to use words and their synonyms.  

“Grammatical Range and Accuracy” means spelling and grammar of sentences. You should 
be able to spell the words correctly, do not forget articles “a” and “the”, punctuations is also 
important, etc – you get the picture, don’t you? 

One more important thing to know: the four criteria are equally weighted. It means that if you 
forgot about “Coherence and Cohesion” in your essay, you will loose 1/4 of your essay points. 

The task here is to describe a graph in a report. The report is intended for university lecturer, so 
the language you use should be appropriate. 

There are several different graphs you could see in Writing 1 Task: 

- Single line graph  
- Double line graph  
- Bar graph (Single, Double or Triple bar graph) 
- Pie chart  
- Table 
- Process 

No matter what graph, diagram or table you are describing, you shouldn’t break these rules: 

- Report must be of at least 150 words written in 20 minutes  
- You shouldn’t write your opinion or copy words from graph – rephrase and use 

synonyms instead.  
- Never use bullets, write as if you were writing essay or letter.  
- When your Academic Writing 1 Task is graded by IELTS examiners, they look for this 

structure: 

Introduction should describe the purpose of report and say what overall trends you see. 
For example, if the graph is climbing up or dropping down, you should mention that.You need to 
remember that you are describing a graph to someone who doesn’t see it. Write what the graph is 
about, its dates and location. 

Body should describe the most important trends, while all information is summarized to avoid 
unnecessary details. For example, if there is a graph that has 2 peaks, you should mention them; 
tell when those peaks appeared and what the peak values are.Notice how many distinctive 
features diagram has and divide information into paragraphs, one paragraph for one feature. You 
should link the paragraphs by sentences that logically connect them to one another.  
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Important! You need to write about all the periods of time and all the subjects of 
graph.If it shows several years (1992, 1993, 1994) – write about all of them, if it is 
about men and women – write about both. Remember, summarizing doesn’t mean 
throwing away information. The secret here is to select what’s important, organize 
it, compare and contrast. 

Conclusion should sum up the global trends shown on the figure and compare them if possible. 

In Writing Task 2 you receive a topic and you have to write an essay of 250 words. 
This task has more weight than Writing 1. It also takes longer – 40 minutes, when Writing 1 
takes only 20 minutes.  

The topic of essay can be one of 3 possible types: description of opinion, argument or social 
problem.  

Any essay you write on any topic must have structure – you receive (or lose ) points for it. 
Structure means at least 4 paragraphs (5 is better). First paragraph is introductory, the next two or 
three is the actual essay – its body, and the last one for conclusion. 

The first thing to do is to understand what kind of topic is before you.  

Next: 

- for argument – you need to explain both sides and agree with one of them  
- for opinion – you need to present another point of view and say which one you agree with 

and why  
- or problem – you need to explain it, discuss and offer solution and discuss it too. 

No matter what type of essay you are writing, you must provide some facts, evidence and 
information. When you explain the problem – evaluate it; say when/where/who for it is 
especially difficult. If you present an idea of solution – discuss it; say what its good and bad 
sides are. Add examples from your own experience to support what you’re saying. 

In any essay logical sequence of information is very important. Jumping from one idea to another 
it is very bad for you score, all ideas must be connected logically. Another important thing is 
“smart” words – try to use them as much as you can, it is also affects your score. Punctuation is 
important too.  
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EXAMPLES – IELTS WRITING SECTION 1 – BAND 7 

Line Graph: 

 

 

Dubai Gold Sales 
The line graph shows estimated sales of gold in Dubai for 12 months in 2002 in millions of 
dirhams. There were two main seasons for gold sales.  

The main season for sales is in the December to May period. Sales were consistently above 200 
million dirhams per month, rising sharply to a peak of 350 million dirhams in March. However, 
for the next four months, sales declined steadily, reaching an annual low of 120 million 
dirhams in July. 

In August, there was a sudden increase. Sales almost doubled, rising from 120 million dirhams 
in July to 210 million dirhams in August. This was followed by a drop in September, back to 
the July figure.  

From September to October, sales recovered, from 120 to 180 million. In October and 
November, sales remained steady, and there was a small increase in December to 190 million 
dirhams.   

In conclusion, the main sales period is in the early part of the year, slumping in the summer, 
except for a sudden increase in August. 
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You are advised to spend a maximum of 20 minutes on this task. 
 
The graph below shows annual water usage (in millions of cubic meters) by industries in 
Somecountry. Write a report for a university tutor describing the information shown. 
 
You should write at least 150 words. 
 

 
 

The bargraph[bar graph] describes the water usage for every year in some countries in millions 
of cubic meters.  

This should be put in the first paragraph/The water usage are[is] shown in two trends[sources of 
water] , ground water and public supply. Fuel and textiles are the ones that uses the least water, 
10 of public supply and 70 and 80- it is not clear who uses 70 an who 80and also the unit isn’t 
mentioned (cubic or meter) of ground water. Machinery are[is] just the opposite of these two and 
has[consumes] 10 of ground water and 100 of public supply.  

Food/drinks, metal, paper and chemicals are all[all use] over 100 of ground water where 
chemicals peaks at dramatically[dramatically high level of] 430. The highest number of water 
usage of public supplies also belongs to chemicals (240). Next on the list is food/drinks with 190, 
the others are under 100. 

Overall, the chemical industry uses a lot more water than the rest of the industries in terms of 
both ground water and public supplies, and in general most industries use ground water by far 
more than public supplies. 

This is a good report, the trends are correctly noticed. Suggested improvements: use units in 
addition to numbers (10 of what? Millions of cubic meters). Use more connective words to 
smoothly move from one paragraph to another. Pay attention to grammar, see comments.
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This table shows homeschooled[home schooled] students in some countries in year 1999-2004 in 
percentages[percentages]. 
 

The main trend is that all grades including kindergarten is[are] growing for-removed ‘for’ every 
year. Kindergarten started highest at[with percentage of] 2.4 and ended highest at 2.9 percent 
with a constant increase. But grades 1-2 and grades 5-6 shows[show] a little different trend, both 
starts[started] at 1,5 percent in 1999 and declines[declined] a little bit in 2000. Both of them 
increased slowly in 2002 and both it holds[held] that course to 2004 where grades 1-2 ends 
at[reached] 2,1 percent and grades 5-6 ends at[reached] 2.6 percent. 

Grades 3-4 has[had] a slow but steady growth througt[throughout] all six years. It starts[started] 
at 1.6 percent in 1999 and increases[increased by] 0.1  every year except in 2003 when it peaks 
up[peaked up at] 0.2 percent. Grades 7-8 starts[started] at 1.6 percent and stays[stayed] there for 
three years until it rapidly rises up to 2.2 and peaks at 2.5 in 2004. 

Overall, all grades including kindergarten has had a rise at rougly[roughly] minimum 1 percent 
and more in 6 years. 

This is a good report; here is how you can make it better: the coherence needs improvement, 
meaning the logical connection between sentences inside a paragraph and between 
paragraphs. Use more connective words (Furthermore, However, etc).  

The groupings you?ve done are fine, but try to use more variations describing those statistics: 
use words such as numbers, figures, percentages, etc. The grammar and the spelling need 
some extra attention. 
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The linegraph[line graph] describes the growth of wages in some countries from year 1993 to 
year 2003. 

The growth starts at two percent in 1993, but it doesn’t stay there very long before it rapidly 
doubles in 1994. Further on, the percentages declines[decline] to three percent in 1995, stays 
steady for year, before it start to rise slowly and ends up just under four percent in 1997. 1998 is 
the best year where the wages peaked at six percent. 

However, after 1998 the wages declines nearly every year. Only a year after[later] , the 
percentage drops to well under three percent, stays there on roughly three percent till 2000. In 
2002 the wages reach the lowest point of just one percent growth. Luckily the growth rises in 
2003 at junst[just] under two percent. 

Overall, the growth rate in wages in some countries has shown striking changes through the ten 
years. 

This is a good report. It covers the task, divided correctly into paragraphs and the vocabulary 
is just right. Problems: it has less than 150 words (146) and there are some grammatical 
errors. Assuming the corrections were made, looks like Band 7.
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EXAMPLE – IELTS WRITING SECTION 2 – BAND 5 

Without capital punishment our lives are less secure and crimes or violence increase. To what 
extent do you agree or disagree with this opinion? 

Committing serious crimes need capital punishment so that the offender [offenderers] unable to 
involved in the crime in the future. However, If [if] they want to stop the violated act in the 
future then it would better to forget him and judge him for a change – confusing expression. 

Overall, I agree with the fact that punishment is the way to avoid the crime to be increased 
[crime being increased] and hence our lives become more secure. If the wrongdoer wants to be a 
good man [person] and there is some financial or personal problem that led him to the wrong 
way, then it would be the nice option to forgive him and try to solve the problem he have [has]. 
Although by this way, some bad man [people] may become effective part [members] of the 
society but some do not bring themselves to the right path because they are very much used to 
of it – unclear expression. The person that _ involved in the crime and never try[tries] to stop 
the law-breaking act should be punished in the[an] extremely serious way. However, it totally 
depends on the nature of crime. Some crime led[crimes lead] to capital punishment and some 
may require small penalty. The law-making institutions are responsible to bring the bad man to 
the right level of punishment that he deserves. If there is weak legislation to properly handle the 
offender, it may become our society less secure [mean that our society becomes less secure]for 
the good man[people]. The government should be responsible authority to provide secure and 
better state to live. Laws should be implemented and executed in the most proper way that 
do[does not] not allow the offender to commit violence act or to break the law in any way or 
extent. To sum up, it is the responsibility of the state runner – remove,not necessary to stop 
people to[from getting involved] involved in crime. It may be done through solving the problems 
of the people that led them to commit violence[violence] act or by the punishment accordingly. 

Where are the paragraphs? This is a very good essay; however there are many small 
mistakes that will cost you dearly. There are also several unclear expressions and 
grammatical errors.  

You should rewrite it, giving more thought to what is required, eg. paragraphs. 
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EXAMPLE – IELTS WRITING SECTION 2 – BAND 6 

People attend college or university for many different reasons (for example, new 
experiences, career preparation, increased knowledge). 

Why do you think people attend college or university? Use specific reasons and examples to 
support your answer. 

Many people attend to university or collage [attend university or college] after their high school 
years for several reason which they choose by them self [on their own]. I believe the most reason 
that why people attend to university or collage – replace this expression, do not use it twice in 
a row to have new experiences on life , to prepare for career, and to increase their knowledge of 
their personality on life. 

Firstly, many people tippy title=”attend to university or collage”]again, repetition[/tippy] to have 
new experience on life. Many students leave their home and move to live by them self [by 
themselves] when they go to university. This is the first time that they had to create resolution by 
them self without their parents help. Creating resolution will increase their knowledge of 
themselves. Moreover, students on the [of the] university can meet different students from 
different nationalities and religions so students can learn about different culture around the 
world. 

Secondly, many people go to university or collage to prepare for career. Career training is 
becoming more important nowadays to young people than old people. At collage, students learn 
many skills about the real career life and they intern to [enter an] internship with a lot of chances. 
All of these things – avoid using “thing” in IELTS essay prepare them for the career life.  

Also, students attend to university or collage to increase their self-knowledge of their personality 
on [in] life. They attend for that to [so that they could] increase their knowledge in subject which 
they find interesting. For example, many students study science because they are interest 
[interested]  in science but they work on the business area [in that kind of business].  

To sum up, I think people should not only focus on a career when they go to university or 
collage. They have to follow to have new experience and knowledge about their personality and 
the huge world around them which they live in. 

This essay needs much work. There are many grammatical errors, incorrectly used 
prepositions and inaccurate expressions. There are many repetitions of the same expressions, 
try to avoid that as much as possible. The task is covered, the paragraphs are connected by 
linking words but the usage is rather primitive. Overall, looks like a Band 6 essay. 
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EXAMPLE – IELTS WRITING SECTION 2 – BAND 7 

Should wealthy nations be required to share their wealth among poorer nations by 
providing such things as food and education? Or is it the responsibility of the governments 
of poorer nations to look after their citizens themselves? 

I think wealthy nations should be required to share their wealth among poorer nations. But their 
helping should only stop[However, their help should stop] at providing such things as food and 
education because of three following reasons. 
 

Firstly, citizens of both wealthy nations and poorer nations are human beings. Therefore, we can 
not look at, hear of, and talk about people who lack food, education, etc… do not use ‘etc’ in 
essay writing, use examples without compassion and sympathy. Sharing wealth among poorer 
nations is not only a good deed but also a task [duty] itself. 

Secondly, many nations in Africa and Asia are very very [very, very] poor. Famine, diseases, 
crime and illiteracy are killing their citizens. In [On] the contrary, a lot of nations in Europe and 
America are too[very] rich. If there are no actions taken, this inequality will increase 
dramatically. Poor countries will become more and more poorer [poorer and poorer] while rich 
countries will become more and more richer [richer and richer]. As a result, poorest countries 
will be slaves of richest countries. So, sharing wealth is an [useful] useful way to prevent people 
from that bad future. 

Thirdly, although sharing wealth among poorer nations is very necessary [,] but this helping 
should only stop at providing such things as food, medicine and education. Or else, poor nations 
may depend on aid. They won’t have enthusiasm to build their countries by themselves. 
Moreover, rich nations can take advantage of sharing wealth to interfere deeply in poor nations’ 
governments. This can’t be considered humane action and should be prevented. 

In my opinion, sharing wealth among poorer nations has both bad side and good side. What we 
have to do is avoiding[avoid] its bad side and practicing [practice] its good side. 

 

This is an excellent essay, your arguments are convincing and very well presented. There are 
only a few minor mistakes, read and consider the comments. Very well done!  

 

 

 

 


